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An AUDIE AWARD finalist for best Science FictionThe mission is simple. Escort an emissary to
an intergalactic peace summit. Try not to get in the way.Lt. Magnus and his 79th Recon Team
have certainly handled worse, after all.But when an explosion rocks the tower and sends
everyone into a panic, Magnus and his asset find themselves cut off from the rest of the
team.Worse still, a dying alien chieftain gives them a priceless drive of intel, marking them for
death.The mission has officially changed.With enemies on all sides, Magnus must do everything
in his power to protect the emissary and escape the tower. There is no back up. There is no
chance for failure.The fate of the entire galaxy now lies in the hands of a Republic Marine and a
diplomat.All they have to do is survive.Experience the beginning of this sprawling galactic tale in
this first entry to the award winning Ruins of the Galaxy series. If you’re a fan of Star Wars,
Galaxy’s Edge, or Battlestar Galactica, you’ll love this military scifi epic.



Don’t miss out on these exclusive perks:Instant access to free short stories from series like The
Messenger, Starcaster, and more.Receive email updates for new releases and other news.Get
notified when we run special deals on books and audiobooks.So, what are you waiting for? Enter
your email address at the link below to stay in the loop.Join the conversation and get updates on
new and upcoming releases in the awesomely active , “JN Chaney’s Renegade Readers.”This is
a hotspot where readers come together and share their lives and interests, discuss the series,
and speak directly to J.N. Chaney and his co-authors.BOOK DESCRIPTIONRuins of the
GalaxyRuins of the Galaxy #1The mission is simple: escort the emissary Arwen to the peace
summit and try not to get in her way.Lt. Magnus and his 79th Recon Team have certainly
handled worse, after all.But when an explosion rocks the tower and sends everyone into a panic,
Magnus and Arwen find themselves cut off from the rest of the team.Worse still, a dying alien
chieftain gives them a priceless drive of intel, marking them for death.The mission has officially
changed.With enemies on all sides, Magnus must do everything in his power to protect his asset
and escape the tower. There is no back up. There is no chance for failure.The fate of the entire
galaxy now lies in the hands of a Republic Marine and a diplomat.All they have to do is
survive.Experience the beginning of this sprawling galactic tale in this first entry to the Ruins of
the Galaxy series. If you’re a fan of Star Wars, Galaxy’s Edge, or Battlestar Galactica, you’ll love
this military scifi epic.Copyrighted MaterialRuins of the Galaxy Copyright © 2019 by Variant
Publications, Hopper Creative GroupBook design and layout copyright © 2019 by JN
ChaneyThis novel is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are either
products of the author’s imagination or used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual events,
locales, or persons, living, dead, or undead, is entirely coincidental.All rights reservedNo part of
this publication can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, without permission in writing.Version 2.01st EditionFor the Renegade Readers.
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know you wanna bust out your bikini, Flow, but mind telling me if you see any hostiles yet?”
Magnus asked over a private channel on TACNET.“Negative, LT,” Flow replied. “A city of fifteen
million Jujari, and we ain’t seen splick.”“Your mama raise you to talk like that, Sergeant? Or are
you just pissed you can’t go swimming?”“I’m pissed I can’t see anything to shoot yet.”“Copy that.”
Magnus touched his MAR30’s safety out of habit.Magnus and his Charlie Platoon of fifteen
operators had set security on what was one of the worst danger areas he’d ever been assigned



to. The landing platform they stood on was forty stories up the side of a composite sandstone
skyscraper in the center of Oosafar, and it jutted out like a waiter’s silver platter. The sun’s heat
was punishing, pushing their armor-cooling capabilities to the limit and threatening to cook the
men before any objectives were reached. While his platoon controlled the perimeter of the pad,
a sea of buildings surrounded them, each rife with potential sniper nests or heavy blaster
emplacements. Magnus couldn’t shake the feeling that his unit was being served up as some
Jujari chief’s main course. They were, to put it in Marine speak, hanging out like dogs’ balls.“You
don’t really think this is about peacekeeping, do you, LT?” Flow asked.“Not any more than you
do. Since when has Recon been tasked with security? Plus, these dogs have alliances with five
other systems and a fleet to match. No way they asked the Repub here to surrender all that after
three hundred years of resisting us. Something smells off.”“Copy that,” Flow said with a sniff.The
higher-ups had tried to assure Magnus that this mission was critical to Republic progress. And
maybe it was. But Magnus and his platoon were stuck babysitting sycophants in a chemical
reaction of politics and cults waiting to go nova. It was just a matter of time before one of his
Marines got killed in the name of progress, and that was not what he’d signed up for.“You know, I
hear they bleed their prisoners for weeks,” Flow said. “Some ancient ritual sacrifice or some
splick. ‘Living blood’ they call it. You think that’s true?”“Don’t know, don’t care, Flow.” Magnus
looked over the platform’s edge. It was a long way down. “If we don’t accomplish the objective,
we’re dead anyway.”“How’s that?”“The Jujari drain us of our blood or the major drains us of our
stripes. Either way, we’re done. But I’ll take my chances with the hyenas.”“Copy that, LT,” Flow
replied with a chuckle.“Just own the field and keep your eyes peeled for our bird.”A gust of wind
blew up from within the city and buffeted Magnus’s men. He turned to see them covering their
respective fields of fire with their MAR30s. The sooner they could get off this platform the
better.“Heads up, LT,” Flow said. “I’m picking up an inbound Regent-class cruiser.”Magnus
looked skyward and flicked his eyes through menus in his heads-up display. A blue targeting
reticle latched onto a square of empty sky and showed Repub designations fed from the orbital
convoy overhead, including the shuttle’s code name, Falcon One. He let his eyes focus on the
marker until his helmet’s artificial intelligence zoomed in. The AI’s neural-sensor suite was
responding quicker than before. Nice update. Magnus reminded himself to thank the battalion’s
coders when he got back.The sky expanded in his HUD, filling his field of view with a static-
laden image of a diplomatic shuttle. Even from this distance, Magnus could make out the Order
of the Luma’s insignia on the ship’s large vertical stabilizer: a single maroon flame within an
unbroken circle. Magnus cringed. Blasted peacemongers.“Those are our assets,” Magnus said,
wondering if Flow could hear the disdain in his voice.“Roger that,” Flow replied. “Don’t act too
happy about it, LT.”Magnus switched off the private channel with Flow and opened a direct line to
Alpha Platoon’s leader and CO for the op.“Go ahead, Lieutenant,” came Captain Wainwright’s
baritone voice.“We’ve got eyes on Falcon One, Captain.”There was a pause. Magnus knew
Wainwright was reviewing the HUD data. The captain was a legend in the Recon and one
Magnus was proud to serve under. Alpha Platoon was charged with security for the Republic



ambassador and his envoy, while Charlie was tasked with the Luma emissary. According to the
mission plan, Wainwright was fifteen minutes ahead of Magnus’s platoon and already topside at
the meeting location.“Copy that,” said the captain. “You’re all green.”“Roger, Captain.” Magnus
signed out. He surveyed the landing platform again and brought up a unit channel. “Look alive,
Hunters. Shuttle inbound, ETA is three.” Magnus watched his HUD as each platoon member
confirmed unit readiness with green affirmation icons.The private channel chirped. Flow was
calling again.“Go, Flow,” Magnus ordered.“LT, I don’t wanna beat this to death, but this is splick.
We’re three-sixtied. Hell, they’re probably covering our undercarriage too, and we can’t do a
damn thing about it. The way I see it, the only thing good about this place is that we don’t have
the squirts like we did in Caledonia.”“Wait, you mean that time we were crapping our brains out in
a honeymooner’s paradise?” Magnus replied. “Nah, don’t remember anything about that.”Jokes
aside, Magnus was just as frustrated as Flow. Their position was begging for an ambush.
Oosafar’s urban environment was perfectly suited for veiled attacks from nearly every angle.
Where any other world would have had solid windows in its buildings, the Jujari hung white
curtains and had a low-level force field to keep out the elements. The fabric billowed in the late-
afternoon wind, moving like ghosts in and out of a thousand cave entrances, and the constant
motion provided the ideal concealment for an enemy on the move.“Which desk jockey you think
approved this op without reading the fine print?” Flow asked. “Feels like they’re playing Terberian
roulette with us, ya know? The problem is—”“The house always wins,” Magnus finished.“Yeah,
exactly. Only this house wants to kill us.”Flow was just talking splick. It was how they all
processed the tension before a fight. But there was some truth to his words too.“A neutral planet
certainly would have been a smarter choice,” Magnus said. “But no one expects jockeys to have
street smarts.”“Copy that, LT.” Flow looked at his MS900 sniper blaster. “So, that request for
overwatch never went through?”Magnus knew Flow would much rather be in a perch
somewhere, picking out targets with his weapon. Command had asked for overwatch positions
but was refused access since the Jujari would not permit outsiders to tread in ceremonially clean
parts of the city. As a compromise, they provided “unrestricted access” to building files, which, as
it turned out, were a joke. They have every known descendant of the first mwadim inked in blood
on tanned gorangi skin, Magnus thought wryly, but they can’t keep track of how many floors are
in their structures. Perfect.“Negative,” Magnus said. “Brass said the Jujari wouldn’t allow us
access. Something about us desecrating sacred ground with our unclean feet.”“I’ll have you
know that I wash my feet daily, LT,” Flow said.“And that’s exactly what I told Colonel Caldwell.”
The idiom telling Colonel Caldwell had become a joke around the unit, inspired by Magnus’s
familial and combat connections with the famed commander. It was Colonel Caldwell who’d
gotten Magnus and his three best noncommissioned officers, dubbed the Fearsome Four, a shot
at Recon Indoctrination School. “Clean feet, I said. None cleaner. Pretty sure that’s the only
reason he let you attend RIP with me.”“And what were Cheeks’s and Mouth’s excuses?”“Good
looks and muscle,” Magnus replied. “The Four have to stay well-rounded, but don’t tell them I
said that.”“And what does that make you, LT?”“I’m the brains, Flow. Always the brains.”Magnus’s



pulse quickened as his armor’s cooling system suddenly increased power consumption. It was
fighting to keep its occupant comfortable under the sun’s oppressive heat. Magnus was
sweating enough to fill his reclamation bladders every few minutes. He could even feel his short
beard soaking up sweat. He’d maintained a beard since he graduated from RIP, taking full
advantage of the elite unit’s more permissive grooming allowances, but now it was annoying him.
If it hadn’t been for his helmet’s air-treatment capabilities, he wasn’t sure which would smell
worse, his body or the capital city.While the men in his unit continued to scan every building with
their helmets’ thermal imaging, tagging occupants with yellow indicators, Magnus cycled
through the icons, checking floors and rooms against shoddy city records gifted to the Republic
because of the “momentous exchange.”“Let’s just keep the emissary safe, let all the jockeys
have their fun, and then get off this desert rock. Keep your eyes open and call it in. Own the
mission, own the field.”“OTF. Copy that, LT.”Magnus closed the channel and turned from
observing the buildings to see the Luma shuttle on final approach, matte gray and resembling a
ferret—its slender crew module the animal’s neck and the command bridge cantilevering up and
away like a head. The shuttle had a single vertical stabilizer in the aft and a narrow bridge
window above the nose. Its engines vectored toward them to bleed off speed in a hotter-than-
usual landing. Apparently, the pilots were as apprehensive as the Hunters.“SITREP,” Magnus
called over TACNET to his team leads, asking for a situation report.“Good here,” Mouth said.“You
know,” Corporal Miguel Chico said, “normally, I’m good for rolling in the sheets, but I don’t care if I
ever see another set again.”“Can it, Cheeks,” Flow ordered.“Copy.”As one, the Marines braced
themselves against the sand that blasted their helmets. The stuff had found its way into every
crease in their armor, and they’d been on planet fewer than thirty minutes. The armor’s mag
boots engaged, sensing slippage, as the shuttle’s thrust threatened to push each Marine off the
platform. Magnus’s body vibrated, absorbing the ship’s ferocious energy. As soon as the landing
gear touched down, however, the pilots killed the engines. It felt as though someone had shut off
a midsummer Dustoovian cyclone just by flicking a switch.The Hunters in the platoon scanned
their respective fields of fire with their MAR30s. This was the time for an ambush. Magnus
looked to the ship’s hydraulic ramp as it lowered to the platform, awash in a swirl of white steam.
The blue-uniformed flight steward came down the walkway at somewhere between a run and a
walk, betraying just how nervous he was. He spotted Magnus, tapped the top of his head, then
waited for the reply.“We good, Flow?” Magnus asked.“Still green, LT.”“Copy. Bringing out the
assets. Eyes up, Hunters.” Magnus took a deep breath. Professional. Be professional. For as
much as the Jujari repulsed him and as much as the Republic’s bureaucracy annoyed him,
neither compared to how much he loathed the emissaries about to walk down this ramp. They’d
cost him lives, lives of Marines who’d never be able to argue their case against the Luma’s
methods. Careless leadership.Magnus motioned to the shuttle’s steward with a knife-edge hand
chop in the air. The steward signaled up the ramp, and a figure emerged in the white
mist.“Splick. That’s your asset, LT?” Cheeks said over TACNET. “Wanna trade?”2Awen hated
atmospheric entry about as much as she hated raw Paglothian sorlakk; both made her vomit.



The only difference was that she didn’t have to eat sorlakk on a weekly basis. Her hands
scrambled for the small bag stowed in the seatback in front of her, but it was missing.“I got it,”
Matteo said, reaching for his seat’s bag and handing it to her. Just in time too. Awen had
purposely skipped lunch for that very reason, and there was still plenty of—whatever breakfast
was—to fill the sack.“Thanks,” she said, wiping her mouth with the enclosed napkin. “Have I ever
mentioned—”“How much you appreciate me?”“How much I hate entry,” Awen said.“Only every
time we fly. But you could stand to mention the other a little more often.”Awen pursed her lips
and gave him a nod. “Noted.” She stowed the sealed bag, sat back, and took a deep breath,
grateful the light civilian cruiser was in calm air again. The passenger cabin was smaller than she
liked, which made her motion sickness all the worse. She preferred the larger starships since
they had better dampeners. Still, the compartment’s glossy-white walls and ceiling and
comfortable chairs were in pristine condition, which she credited to the Luma’s fastidious
standards.Matteo stared out the starboard window, and Awen followed his gaze to the vast
expanse of sand below. It reached to the curved horizon, light yellow contrasting with the deep
blue of the sky. She’d waited her entire adult life to come to this system, which wasn’t that long,
considering she was only twenty-four years common. Still, Jujari culture had been her major at
the academy—or was it an obsession?—and she’d become more knowledgeable in the history
and affairs of the hyena-like species than any Luma before her.Far below, the capital city of
Oosafar rose like a gleaming white obelisk in the late-afternoon light. It stood in stark contrast to
the rust-colored dunes and low-slung mountains that surrounded it. While elegant, the city’s
presence also felt defiant, as if the buildings stood as a bulwark against the seductive power of
the Republic. Awen’s spirit couldn’t help feeling a strange kinship with the Jujari, though their
cultures were light-years apart—physically and metaphorically. Still, she admired their ability to
resist countless attempts to bring them into the Republic. Awen was drawn to their insistence
that joining the Republic would compromise their heritage and that they would rather fend for
themselves than eat lavishly from the Republic’s table.That said, she knew that the Jujari people
suffered at the hands of their leaders. They were a violent species, prone to devouring their own
as quickly as any unwelcome visitors—or even welcome visitors, for that matter.“Feels like we’re
coming in pretty fast,” Matteo noted.Awen leaned over his seat arm. She absentmindedly
clutched the Luma medallion around her neck—a flame carved inside a golden oblong disk at
the end of a leather cord—and squeezed it between her fingers. “New pilot, maybe?”“Nah. I just
think no one wants to spend more time in this system than they have to.”Awen let go of the
medallion. “Attitudes like that have delayed meetings like this for centuries. You do understand
that, right?”“Sure, sure, and the universe is all black and white, and everything can be solved if
we talk it through. I get it. I get it.”Awen backed away from his seat and crossed her arms. “You
know, Matteo, sometimes I wonder why you even joined the Luma.”He feigned a pain in his chest
by clutching his heart. “That hurts, Awen.”“I’m just saying, if we keep going into these situations
looking for a confrontation, then that’s all we’re ever going to find.”“Then you don’t think it’s the
least bit strange that suddenly, after hundreds of years, the Jujari want peace talks? Come



on.”Awen took in and let out a deep breath. “I admit it’s unusual, yes. However, if we don’t give
them the benefit of the doubt, then who will?”Matteo shrugged.“Precisely,” she said, poking his
arm. “This is our job. We can’t expect to find a blaster fight across every peace talk.”“What if
that’s all these outliers want us to find?”Awen turned away from him, mumbling that he was an
ignorant fool. Matteo pulled his attention from the window and looked at her. “What was
that?”“Nothing.”“Come on. You know you want to say it.”Awen shot him a wicked glance and
raised her chin ever so slightly. Her words were slow and dripping with sarcasm. “I said that you
sound just like an ignorant fool, and I have a Repub blaster for you in my overnight kit.”Matteo
laughed and rubbed his hands together. “I knew you’d come around to my way of seeing things,”
he said. He looked out the window again and pointed to something. “Hey, look at
that.”“What?”“You have excellent timing,” Matteo said. Awen followed his finger to see a handful
of troopers lining the perimeter of the approaching landing pad. “There’s my fire team now. Hand
me my blaster.”The landing was harder than usual. Awen smoothed her maroon and black robes
as the engines cut off, hoping her stomach would settle down just as fast. But she wasn’t sure
what was airsickness and what was adrenaline. She was finally here. She had dreamed of this
moment for the last six years and never really thought she would get the chance to visit
Oorajee.She ordered herself to stay calm. Savor the experience. Every sight, every sound. Take
it all in.Through the window, Awen heard muted footfalls and loud orders then the whine of
hydraulics as the ramp went down. The flight attendant typed on a wall-mounted keypad then
descended out of view in a swirl of white mist. That was when Awen smelled it: her first deep
breath of the Jujari home world. It was a strange mixture of curry, sour milk, lavender, and burnt
fecal matter. She wrinkled her nose but still savored the fact that she was finally here. She’d
made it.“You’ve been waiting for this for a while,” Matteo said. “Bet it feels surreal.”“It does,” Awen
replied, unfastening her harness. “Doesn’t smell like I thought it would, though.”“Pretty sure no
place in the galaxy smells like this.”Awen chuckled then stood up. It felt good to stretch. She
turned around to see the rest of the entourage unbuckle and gain their feet. Some of the elders
took longer than she would have liked, but this wasn’t a day to rush anything. Slow and
steady.“Madame Emissary,” said the flight attendant in his deep-blue flight uniform. “They’re
ready for you.”“Thank you,” she replied. Awen glanced at Matteo and the others then back at the
flight attendant. “We’re ready.”The man nodded and gestured down the ramp. Awen took the lead
and emerged from the shuttle’s shadow into the full force of the sun’s glare, a sensation that felt
akin to plopping an ice cube on a hot frying pan. Her skin prickled, and the smells intensified as
she got her bearings.“It’s even more incredible than I imagined,” Awen whispered to Matteo. She
felt overwhelmed by the sight of the linens that hung in hundreds of windows. “The inook
shrouds are stunning. Did you know their thread count correlates with the number of generations
in each owner’s lineage? Some range into the thousands.”“That’s wonderful, Awen. Can we go
inside?”Just then a gruff voice blasted her name from an exterior speaker. The person talking
was the trooper closest to her, whose helmet looked like a bat head with a muzzled lion’s mouth.
His armor was black and gray, and he held a large blaster at the ready.“Emissary dau



Lothlinium,” the trooper repeated.Awen nodded toward whatever eyes lay behind the glossy
black visor.“We need to get you inside. This way.”Awen gestured for the trooper to lead the way
but could not bring herself to actually thank the bulky hulk. The trooper turned and walked
across the platform toward the building’s entrance. He escorted her to a tall archway, stepped
through the fabric, and held it aside for her to enter. A moment later, Awen was inside a large
receiving room lined floor to ceiling with the white linens that made up the walls. Awen’s fellow
Luma began to file in while the trooper remained at the entrance.“That’s better.” Matteo brushed
sand from his robes and wiped the sweat from his forehead.Awen, too, was immediately grateful
for the temperature change. The separation from the outside world was dramatic. She noted just
how thick the fabric was. A wide bolt of it streamed down from the center of the room and draped
around a bowl of fladaria. She approached the table and felt the heavy fabric between her
fingers then looked at the bloodred fruit.“What is it?” Matteo continued to dab his forehead with
his sleeve and puffed out his cheeks.“It’s fruit, and a good sign for us,” she said softly, noting how
the room swallowed her words. It felt as though she’d been cut off from the exterior world. “It’s the
ceremonial food of welcome.”“So, what do they put out when they don’t want you around—bad
eggs?”“No,” she whispered, “a severed head from that day’s public executions.”Matteo
instinctively reached a hand to his throat. “Nice species. Say, where are they?”“They’re finishing
prayers.” Awen had yet to see her first Jujari in the flesh and could hardly wait. “They won’t
entertain us beyond this room until they are sure of their god’s will for the meeting.”“Heck of a
time to figure that out.”Awen rolled her eyes at him then reached for the bowl. She took one of
the oblong fruits and bit into it, a small red stream of juice flowing from the corner of her mouth.
She knew that “bleeding” when eating was customary among all Jujari tribes, though the fruit
was so juicy that she hardly did it on purpose.“It’s okay,” she said to the rest of her team as they
continued to file in. She motioned toward the bowl. “You’ll like it. It’s sweet.”Matteo grabbed one
of the fruits and tried it, a smile creeping across his wet red lips. Everyone else took a fruit and
ate. As the juice was still streaming down the team’s faces, all sixteen troopers who’d been
outside threw open the fabric doorway and entered with a blast of light and heat.“Excuse me,
what are you doing?” Awen asked. “No military presence is required here.”“We have our orders,
Emissary dau Lothlinium,” said the trooper who’d addressed her outside. She noted for the first
time how dusty his armor was. It was also devoid of any of the traditional military markings she’d
seen, save for a small yellow insignia on the shoulder in the shape of a crescent moon cradling a
combat knife. He had a pistol in his chest plate as well as several grenades, and he looked
utterly ferocious in the dim light.“I don’t think you understand,” Awen insisted, planting her feet,
though no one could see them through her thick robes. “The Jujari won’t allow this, and quite
frankly, neither will I.”“Emissary, our orders are to escort you to and from your ship for the
duration of your stay.”“And you’ve done that marvelously,” she conceded with no attempt to hide
her condescension. “You may stand down now until we’re done.”“Negative.”“Excuse me?” Awen
was sure her eyebrows had just hit an all-time high.“Negative. Our orders are—”“Listen, trooper,”
she said, her face mere centimeters from his chest plate. “I don’t care what your orders are. You



cannot be in here right now, and you certainly will not follow us in there.” She pointed to the far
wall, which, she expected, opened to a corridor that led up to the mwadim’s council tent.“Our
orders,” the trooper continued, “are never to let you leave our sight.”“Who has ordered this?”“A
joint task force chaired by Admiral Isaacson and your own Master So-Elku.”Awen could feel the
blood rising in her face as she clenched her jaw. So-Elku would never have agreed to such a
breach of cultural protocol.All the troopers started to nudge each other as if laughing about
something—probably a joke made over their comms. She’d met her share of soldiers to know
the type. Their helmets kept the joke unheard by outsiders.Fine, she thought. Let’s play.“Awen,”
Matteo pleaded. “Don’t. Please.”She cast him a dark look, one he’d learned not to cross. Awen
took a calming breath and closed her eyes. She lifted her chin and began to separate her
consciousness from the room, from those around her, and then from her mortal self. There, in
the Unity of all things, she reached toward the energy that was already racing away from this
place. She could see ripples, long strands of color and undulating shapes, flitting off to take their
place in the infinite beyond. But she was faster than they were—not as fast as her masters, but
quick enough.She caught up to the first ripples, the trailing edges of laughter. Then she reached
the next waves, full-bodied chuckles. She could pick out each man’s voice, each nuance. She
saw where the laughter began, and then, like a bloodhound on a fresh scent, she zeroed in on
the speaker and his careless words. He was making a vulgar conjecture that she would not
repeat. But she would toy with him.Awen left the Unity of all things and opened her eyes. She
was back in the present. “Too bad you’ll never be man enough to find out, Corporal Chico.”The
trooper winced in his armor and took a step back. Helmets pivoted back and forth as the
troopers looked between themselves. Perfect. Awen guessed they’d be more cautious to say
anything inappropriate over their “secure” comms from then on.“You’ll have to forgive them,” the
lead trooper said. “Most have never met a Luma before.”“And you have?” Awen asked.“Enough
to know not to do anything stupid around you.”“But following me into the inner sanctum of your
Republic’s longest unconquerable adversary doesn’t sound at least a little bit stupid to
you?”“No, ma’am. That’s just doing our job. Stupid is what the corporal did.”Fair enough. At least
this one isn’t a total reprobate. She took a deep breath and turned to Matteo. “How come I wasn’t
informed about this?”Matteo shrugged.Then the most senior Luma, Elder Toochu, approached
her. “Awen,” he said in his frail yet confident voice. He took her hand like a doting grandfather.
The elder had a liver-spotted baldpate and white wisps of hair over his ears to match. “Master
So-Elku trusts you wholly, as do we all. Know this.” He leaned close to her ear. “However, he
does not trust the Jujari. Therefore, he perceived that it was in all of our best interests to
concede to the Republic’s wish to provide you with a security detail. Surely, no harm can come
from their protection.”But harm would come. Her mind raced through a hundred history lessons
about moments when projected hostility was met with violence and, in the end, death. Worse
still, these troopers had to know that they posed little threat to the Jujari. They would be sliced
and devoured before a blaster shot even crossed the room. Okay, maybe that’s an exaggeration.
But it won’t end well.“Fine,” Awen said, turning to the trooper. “I permit you to escort us. However,



you will keep well apart from us, and for the love of all the mystics, keep those blasters down. We
don’t need a war on our hands, and they won’t do you much good anyway.”“We’ll keep our
weapons in low ready position, Madame Emissary,” the trooper said.“A compromise. Also, I need
a name or rank or something.”“I’m SR-2133, Commanding Officer of Charlie Platoon with the
Seventy-Ninth Reconnaissance Battalion, Marine Special Units—”Awen interrupted him with a
wave of her hand. “I don’t do your numbers and units.”The trooper stared at her. Awen couldn’t
tell if he was considering how to bite her head off or trying to remember his birth name apart
from his indoctrination. His brainwashing.“Lieutenant Adonis Olin Magnus.”“Lieutenant.” Moving
onto her tiptoes to as close to the trooper’s face as she could reach, Awen whispered, “Just so
you know, I don’t need an escort.”“And just so you know,” Magnus replied, the output volume of
his helmet lowered to match hers, “I don’t need to protect you.”“Then we have an
understanding.”“It seems we do.”3When the first Jujari emerged from behind the linen wall, his
voice sounded like the bottom of a Gull-class freighter grinding against a shoal in the Meridian
Outskirts. His words seemed to tear a hole in the hull of Awen’s soul, and she could sense the
troopers bristling at the Jujari.The hyena-like warrior stood half a meter taller than the troopers
and twice as wide. Though they still preferred to run on all fours, the Jujari had evolved to stand
on their hind legs and use their forearms as humanoids did, making them a dramatic though
terrifying amalgamation of canine and human characteristics. This one wore a crimson sash
across his tawny chest and a wide leather belt around his waist; on it hung a holstered blaster
and the ceremonial curved keeltari long sword. The fur on his shoulders was matted down by a
thick red fluid. An uneducated observer would assume it was paint, but Awen knew it was blood
from the day’s executions.Awen realized that this was a blood wolf, a member of the mwadim’s
inner pack. She really wanted to interview him, but she had a job to do. That, and the warrior
would most likely slaughter her the moment they were alone, no matter how much of the mother
tongue she spoke.“The mwadim’s elect invites that you search your kyat and then to ingest the
sharsh should you merit audience,” the Jujari said. His words barely seemed to escape his maw
of bared teeth as his tongue labored to articulate Republic common. Still, Awen was impressed
that this warrior had mastered so much of the galactic tongue.“Thank you,” Awen said in the
beast’s native language, returning the favor and lowering her head to one side in
submission.The effort clearly surprised him, as evidenced by the way his ears perked up. “One
among you speaks the mother tongue,” he snarled. “You have been blessed by the Alpha.”Awen
bowed again but noticed that the warrior refused to acknowledge her with his eyes. Apparently,
the sexist assumptions were true, even for guests.“Uh, Awen, what does any of that mean?”
Matteo whispered. The corner of his mouth twitched. She wouldn’t be surprised if he’d soiled
himself.“Right,” she said, turning to face her group. “The mwadim’s sorgil is inviting us to the next
chamber, where we are expected to search our souls as to whether our motives are pure.”“How
do we do that?” one of the troopers asked over an external speaker. The rest of the unit turned to
glare at him. That was most likely out of line.Awen took pity on him. “Fair question. But we don’t
have time for a lesson in the finer points of Jujari etiquette, so you’ll just need to follow my lead.



The good news is that our security guards are exempt, as long as they don’t intend to do any
talking.” She knew the “security guard” jab would land somewhere on the lieutenant’s thick
head.Magnus had never seen a Jujari in the flesh before or imagined he’d get this close to one.
No wonder the Republic had kept their distance for so many centuries: the beast seemed to
embody a level of pent-up violence he would hate to meet without his MAR30. He decided to
give this red-shouldered Jujari warrior the name Chief. The dog wasn’t the mwadim, but judging
by the blood on his shoulders, he wasn’t a noob either.The line of Luma followed Chief into the
next room and down a long corridor. Magnus followed as tightly as he could without inviting
Awen’s scorn. He didn’t like how close she was to Chief, but if he got close enough to protect
her, she’d just chew him out again. That would look bad on the after-action review. But so would
her headless corpse.It didn’t take Magnus long to realize that Awen was going to be much more
of a pain in the ass than he’d bargained for. It was one thing to have to babysit the Luma; it was
another thing to get assigned Miss Jujari Scholar herself. Great, just great.His private channel
chirped. It was the rest of the Fearsome Four.“What do you got, boys?” he asked.“Man, LT, I
gotta say, she’s quite the asset.”“Easy, Deeks,” Magnus replied, using Sergeant Michael “Flow”
Deeks’s real last name to get his point across.“You afraid she’s listening to us right now?” Mouth
asked.“Negative,” Flow said. “She’s too focused on minding her manners so she won’t get eaten.
She might be the Luma’s dog whisperer, but she’s just as tasty as any of the rest of us.”“Wouldn’t
you like to know,” Cheeks added.“Can it, Cheeks,” Magnus ordered.“Sorry, LT. Just saying she
ain’t hard to look at, you know? Especially for a Luma.”“Eyes up, and keep the chatter down,”
Magnus ordered and closed the channel.His boys weren’t wrong. Awen was beautiful,
surprisingly so. Her willowy features and pointed ears were unmistakably Elonian—Magnus had
known his share of that humanoid species. She wore her black hair in a tight braid, revealing
much of her pale skin and mesmerizingly purple eyes. He’d almost stumbled over his first words
when she looked at him out on the platform. But Elonian or not, she was a Luma, and he didn’t
trust them.Magnus’s platoon followed the entourage to a spiral ramp that accessed the floors
above and below. He pinged Wainwright again. “We’re at waypoint bravo two, Captain.”“Copy
that,” Wainwright said. “Ascend to bravo three. No sudden moves, Lieutenant. Orbital is reporting
no unnecessary traffic and only a handful of Jujari battleships in stand-down. So we’re still green
all around. Waiting for you up top.”“Copy that, Captain.” The channel closed.Magnus pulled a
little on his MAR30 to feel the pressure of the sling against his shoulder. He knew he could get
the weapon up fast enough but didn’t like that he couldn’t scan the room along the barrel. As any
Marine knew, your blaster was your third appendage. It started in basic training and went with
you to the grave, so going soft with it was just… unnatural.As the group began ascending the
ramp, he felt his nerves start to twitch. Easy, Magnus. One step at a time.This whole setup
reminded him way too much of the Caledonian Wars. Good Marines had died because of bone-
headed decisions made by people behind desks a million lightyears from the nearest blaster
bolts. Magnus had hoped that things would be different in the Recon. But they weren’t. Same old
splick, just a new planet to dump it on.In the end, it was all about kowtowing to this culture’s



needs or that people’s wants, and good people got killed because of it. The Repub didn’t have a
navy and Marines so that they could have tea parties with their adversaries, and he felt they’d
forgotten that somewhere along the way.Just thinking about the changes in the Republic made
Magnus’s blood begin to boil. But at the same time, hadn’t he made compromises too?I’ve got
just as much blood on my hands. But he wouldn’t if the Republic weren’t so corrupt.A loud bark
came from one of two guards stationed at the top of the ramp. Magnus exerted all his will not to
level his MAR30 at the beasts. Ahead, Chief conferred with the guards then indicated Awen and
her male companion. There was a lot of growling back and forth. And head dipping, like dogs did
when meeting alpha males.“Anybody got ears on that?” Magnus asked over TACNET.“Negative,”
all the leads answered as they double-checked with their fire teams. Magnus’s own sensors
were having trouble establishing the line-of-sight connection to the asset. He’d done a full body
scan in the first room while they’d been talking, but without a tracker on the emissary, the
dynamic data only flowed when he had a sight line established.“How’s our rear?” he
asked.“Looking fine,” Cheeks said. “Mmm.”“Tighten it up,” Magnus ordered.Just then, the two
Jujari guards stepped aside, and the Luma began walking again. The group filed past the
sentries in single file until it was the platoon’s turn.“It’s a choke point,” Flow said.“Man, I don’t like
this one bit,” Cheeks said. “Anyone else feel the sudden urge to MAR these dogs?”“Shut it down,
Recon,” Magnus interjected, not wanting anyone to answer Corporal Chico’s question. The Luma
were halfway through, and Magnus knew he wasn’t the only one scanning the space with his
entire sensor suite. “I don’t want any sudden moves. Eyes forward, and do not look them in the
eyes. I don’t care that they can’t see past our visors. They’ll feel it.” His HUD pinged with
everyone’s acknowledgment icons.Magnus was in the lead, following close behind the last
Luma. He had to set the tone, or this was going to go sideways in a hurry. While he couldn’t smell
the guards, he could feel their violent energy. Thick bands of tightly knit muscles wound over
their bodies like ropes, each ready to unwind in a flurry of tearing and snapping.Magnus came
even with the guards, knowing they were probably using all their restraint not to end his life. At
least it’s mutual. He saw one of the beasts sneer at him. His MAR30 felt a hundred klicks away.
Don’t do it, Magnus. He willed himself to let out a slow breath, targeting eight breaths per minute.
And then, just like that, he was past the guards.“Clear,” Magnus said over TACNET. “Keep it
together, Hunters. Own the field.”OTF acknowledgment icons lit up on his HUD. He knew the
men were wound tight. But they’d make it through because they were Marines, they were Recon,
they were the Midnight Hunters.Magnus followed the Luma through a low-ceilinged corridor and
into a wide anteroom with a basin and pedestal in the middle. Lamps lit each corner.“Now,
what’s this splick?” Flow asked.“Guessing it’s another formality,” Magnus said.Sure enough, the
asset approached the basin at Chief’s insistence and lapped a mouthful of water. She tilted her
head back and took a gulp of air to show the water had been swallowed.“Awww, hell no,” Flow
said. “We ain’t doing that splick. No way, no how.”“I don’t think we have to,” Magnus said, hoping
he was right. “We’re not the ones speaking here. We didn’t eat the fruit, and they still allowed us
in. Checking with command. Stand by.”Magnus pinged the captain.“Go ahead, Lieutenant,”



Wainwright said.“Captain, please tell me we don’t need to take off our buckets for this bowl
ceremony.”“That’s a negative, Lieutenant. They seemed fine with letting us pass without drinking
it.”Magnus let out a sigh. “Thanks, Captain. Just checking. Had some nervous boys
here.”“Understood. And don’t make any sudden moves in the long hallway either.”“Captain?”“It’s
another choke point.”“Copy that.” Magnus closed the channel.Each Luma followed the asset as
the Jujari led her into a narrow linen-lined passage wide enough for another single-file line.
Magnus’s HUD lit up with warning indicators, and he switched to thermal imaging.“You seeing
this, LT?” Deeks asked, his voice tight.“Affirmative.” Magnus’s pulse quickened. Thermal showed
at least two dozen Jujari warriors along the other side of both corridor walls, each holding a long
spear. Their heads were bowed. Magnus couldn’t be sure, but it almost seemed like their eyes
were closed too. Then he noticed the asset: she was at the front of the line with her head back
and arms splayed to her sides. His helmet’s AI brought up an audio feed: she was humming
something, and then she sang something in Jujari.“LT, what in the—”“I don’t know, Flow,”
Magnus replied. “Just play along. We’re almost there.”“Copy.”But Magnus could tell from Flow’s
voice that he didn’t copy. None of them did.Magnus entered the corridor after the last Luma and
kept his head forward. He noticed that the Jujari with the spears were swaying back and forth.
Are they in some sort of trance maybe? He passed pair after pair, bracing for an attack, waiting
for something to happen. But nothing did.Curtains parted at the end of the hallway, and the asset
stepped through. The remaining Luma followed her and then the Marines. Magnus’s eyes
widened as his platoon emerged into a massive ballroom nearly as tall as it was wide and
covered in white linens. Translucent fabric of various colors looped from chandelier to chandelier
and was tethered to wooden beams, then it plunged twenty-five meters to the floor where it
pooled on lush rugs.Lampstands dotted the perimeter of the room, as did a host of Jujari sentries
—except for the far wall, which appeared to be a solid curtain of gold fabric. More translucent
fabric acted as side windows to the massive cityscape beyond. From this height, the group
looked down on every other building in the metropolis.In the center of the room sat at least fifty
ornate cushions, more than half of them occupied by Republican delegates and even a few key
heads of state. The rest of the pillows remained vacant, presumably for the Luma. Between the
pack of cushions and the outer guards stood Wainwright’s platoon.“You made it through the
drowsy pack of hyenas, I see,” Wainwright said, overriding Magnus’s need to accept the
incoming audio.“Yeah. I didn’t feel like waking anyone up from their beauty sleep.”“Smart. They
obviously need more than they’re getting.”Magnus couldn’t be certain, but he was pretty sure his
CO smiled. Wainwright had become famous during the Caledonian Wars and was someone
Magnus admired. The fact that they were able to serve together again—now in the Midnight
Hunters—was a career highlight.“Our assets have been sitting here for over twenty minutes,”
Wainwright added. “No one’s moved. Get your assets seated and see if we can’t get this circus
going. I haven’t eaten since breakfast, and I have a holo date with my wife scheduled for twenty-
three hundred.”“Copy that, sir.” Magnus sincerely hoped the captain would make that date, but
he wouldn’t bet on it.4Piper didn’t know what was wrong with her parents, but she knew it was



bad. Her dad had been coming home late for several weeks, and her mom was spending more
time in her room than usual. Piper didn’t need any help concluding that something terrible was
going to happen.At first, the little girl thought maybe the marriage was in trouble. Plenty of her
friends’ parents at school had split up. She knew the essential ingredients of fights and affairs,
though the motives still didn’t make sense. But this was neither an affair nor a fight because
whenever her parents saw each other, they were attentive and affectionate.Eventually, Piper
started to wonder if she was the reason for their stress. She’d done plenty of things wrong in her
nine years of life. Both parents had yelled at her for messes she’d made, things she’d broken,
and attitudes she’d displayed. Again, however, their love hadn’t waned toward her. If anything,
they’d been more loving in the past few weeks.She sat balled up on her bed, playing a game on
her holo-pad with a stuffed animal wedged against her chest. Her wispy blond hair danced
around the edges of her freckled face, illuminated by the holo-pad’s glow. Despite their spacious
apartment in the capital district of Capriana, Piper had preferred the close confines of her room
these last few days. In here, she felt safe. The egg-shaped windows looked out on a rain-soaked
evening, lights appearing like blotches in one of her watercolor paintings.Piper heard the front
door chime. “I got it!” she yelled, tossing aside the holo-pad but keeping the stuffed animal. Her
mom was just stepping out of her own bedroom by the time Piper checked the view screen and
swiped open the front door.“Piper! Wait for me,” her mother scolded.“Oh, hello.” A senate courier
stood at the door, clearly not expecting a child to answer it. He was dressed in a white uniform
and wearing a beret, both trimmed in light blue. “Is your father or—”“Yes, yes, I’m here,” Valerie
said, stepping around her daughter. “How can I help you?”“I have a delivery for”—the man
hesitated as he looked at Piper’s mother—“your husband.”“A delivery? Couldn’t it be sent over
—”“Certified ahead of him. From the senate door. I mean floor, Mrs. Stone,” the courier replied
while extending a tablet. Piper had seen many men trip over their words because of her mother’s
beauty. “I assume you’re able to accept delivery?”“Yes, of course.” Valerie pushed strands of
blond hair behind her ears then hovered her hand over the screen and waited for the
confirmation chime. When the screen floated an acceptance icon in midair, Valerie pulled her
hand back and took the small orb from the courier.“It’s coded to him,” the man informed her,
smiling.“I understand,” Valerie said while rolling the data drive around in her hand. “Thank
you.”“Have a good night, Mrs. Stone.”“You too.”Valerie stepped away and held the orb in her
hands, staring at it. Piper swiped the door closed and looked at the orb too. “Mama?”“Yes, my
love?”“What do you think it says?”Valerie’s eyes moved from the orb to Piper then back to the
orb. “It’s important news for our family.”“Is it good news?”Valerie hesitated again—too long for
Piper.“Mama, is it good news?”“Yes. It’s good news,” she said. But for some reason, Piper didn’t
believe her.Darin, her dad, missed both dinner and her bedtime. But Piper wasn’t asleep when
he finally came home. She wanted to get up and hug him but thought better of it. One more
reason for him to be upset wasn’t what he needed at the moment. Still, she wanted to know what
was on the drive, and she knew that her parents would be discussing it at any second.Piper
slipped out of bed, careful not to make a sound, and let a sliver of light stream through her door.



She looked across the sunken living room to the kitchen, where a lamp hung over the center
island. Her parents sat on either side, holding hands across the counter. They looked so perfect
together. They couldn’t get divorced; they just couldn’t. Her mother was so radiantly beautiful.
Piper knew she’d never grow up to be as lovely. And her father was so handsome; she was
convinced her mother had found the only prince in all the land.Piper’s father reached out and
activated the drive. The orb started to glow a soft orange and then message contents displayed
over the counter. Piper’s eyes widened as a pale-blue planet spun between her parents. Below it
blinked a departure date and three passenger icons with “D. STONE, V. STONE, P. STONE” in
bold letters.Piper closed the door and grabbed the holo-pad from her desk. The motion caused
the main menu to light up, and there, floating inches above her hand, were the date and time.
Her heart froze. Wherever that planet was, they were leaving for it the next day.5Awen sat on a
plush poovla in front of the pack. The rest of the Luma were seated on the cushions behind her,
except for Matteo, who reclined to her right. The head delegate from the Republic sat to her left,
and beyond him sat a cohort of other notables. The seating arrangement was a more “civilized”
version of the canine pack gathering, a nod to when the Jujari freely roamed the open deserts.
Impromptu rallies around rock escarpments or under locust trees had been replaced with this,
the mwadim’s jaree-jah. Awen sat with her legs crossed, attentively focused on the golden wall
of fabric ten meters in front of her.“To be honest, I’m a little surprised they sent you,” said Gerald
Bosworth III, the Republic’s ambassador to the Jujari and every other outlying world not currently
in the fold.Awen knew not to look at him. Not only would it be a sign to the ever-watchful Jujari
that foreign representation was impure, but more importantly, she loathed the man. She’d
watched him betray the wishes of more than one civilization upon entering the Galactic
Republic’s care, hanging their needs out to dry the moment they were committed. As far as she
was concerned, Bosworth, with his fat jowls and bushy unibrow, was the incarnation of all that
was wrong with the Republic—and the beastly ethos she was called to stand against.Sensing
that Awen wasn’t going to reply and that she needed help in interpreting his meaning, he
finished his quip. “Since we both know that the Jujari do not tend to talk to women of any outside
species, I’m unsure why the Luma are so content to fold their hand this quickly.”“I could say the
same about you and the Republic,” she said without moving her head.“How so?”“The Jujari can
smell a traitor by his pheromones.”“Now, now, Awen, there’s no need for name-calling.” His voice
was slick and condescending, like she was a small child to be reprimanded on the
playground.“It’s not name-calling when it’s your reputation, Ambassador. That, and I felt you
should have fair warning.”“Of what?”“They’re going to disembowel you when I tell them to review
your history of position changes,” she said with a smirk.The ambassador laughed but with the
faintest trace of apprehension. Sensing he was about to object, Awen reached into the fold of
her robe and produced a microdrive. “Funny how grievances that get lost in bureaucracy still
manage to find their way into the light.” She didn’t have to see his eyes to know that she’d rattled
him. The tone of his next words traded superiority for authority.“Your efforts—what are they,
Awen? They’re futile. You and I both know that there is nothing—nothing—on that drive that will



hold up against the Republic’s records.”“That’s the interesting thing in all this, Ambassador. It
doesn’t have to hold up to the Republic.”“I don’t follow,” the ambassador said.“It has to hold up to
the Jujari. And that’s what you always seem to miss.”His fists clenched. “Oh, be serious,”
Bosworth seethed, spittle flying past the edges of her vision. “These savages are going to get
the best deal in the galaxy. Their people will stop being murdered by their government and dying
from backwater diseases. And they’ll be able to export goods for the first time in three millennia
to worlds that have real wealth. Get off your high horse, Madame Emissary of the Order. You’re
not ready to play with the big boys.”Awen fought to keep Bosworth’s intimidation at bay. He was a
worm—just an arrogant little worm. But despite the evidence she had, her mastery of Jujari
culture, and her power in the Unity, the man made her feel small. And she scorned him for
it.Awen made to say something, but the torches around the room blew out, and a low hum
emanated from somewhere behind the golden wall. It was the desert shofaree. Horns of the
deep. Awen had watched the instrument played on many holo-vids smuggled off-system, but
never in person. No race had the lung power or physical features to play it save the Jujari, and
holo-footage didn’t do the instruments justice. Not by a long shot.Originally used to shake their
enemies—literally—before battles, the shofaree made the floor tremble. Awen looked down to
see her clothing vibrate. Her body was consumed by the sound waves, her soul lifted into a dual
state of wonder and fear. When the horns finally went silent, the blood wolf stepped in front of
the curtain and turned his back to the gathered audience.Awen’s heart raced. This was it.“I’m
picking up multiple frequencies,” Flow yelled over TACNET. “Ranging from four hundred hertz
down to subsonic.”“It’s gotta be ceremonial,” Magnus replied, unsure if his mic was working. He
could hardly make out Flow’s voice amidst the noise. Magnus’s helmet rattled against his head,
and he steadied it with a hand as he surveyed the room. The lamps and chandeliers had gone
out, and only a muted version of the early-evening light filtered through the curtains. Then, as
quickly as it had come on, the sound stopped.“And here I was starting to get down to that,”
Cheeks whispered, betraying the faintest hint of a tremor in his voice.“It still doesn’t make your
dance moves any better,” Mouth replied. Corporal Allan “Mouth” Franklin got his nickname
because of his tendency to spout off whatever popped into his head—which usually just
embarrassed the unit but occasionally made everyone laugh. “Hey, I know we’re all hoping to
score with Cheeks later tonight, but let’s keep it down until then,” Magnus reminded them. “We’ve
got a job to do.” The Midnight Hunters joked when they were nervous. It was the easiest way to
let off steam without literally blowing something up. Regular people wouldn’t get that—using
humor when killing seemed sadistic, even maniacal. But the Hunters weren’t regular people, and
for us it was just business. Still, now was not the time.Magnus watched as Chief took center
stage and faced the wide curtain. He barked and whined in a loud voice, chomping through a
bunch of words in their native tongue. Magnus watched the time in his HUD, counting the
seconds. After nearly a minute of rambling, Chief spread his arms, threw his head back, and
cackled. All around Magnus, the rest of the Jujari warriors lifted their voices in a terrifying frenzy
of demon laughter.“Easy, Recon,” Wainwright said over general TACNET. “Easy.”Magnus was



grateful for the order because, truthfully, he wanted to shoot something. He’d been in a lot of
tense situations, but this was one for the history books. His chest was tight in anticipation of a
fight.“It’s all for show. All for show,” Wainwright assured.The golden curtains slowly parted to
reveal a single Jujari seated in an oversized cushion on a marble dais. Brightly colored fabrics
spooled down from a counterpoint above him, spreading to the floor in a half circle.“That has got
to be the fattest damn dog I’ve ever seen,” Flow said over the platoon channel. The mwadim
wore no sash or belt and lounged unapologetically with his belly up.All at once, the Jujari
lowered their heads and rolled them to one side in an act of deference. Interestingly, so did the
Luma. Magnus shook his helmet. Why don’t you just roll over and let them maul you while you’re
at it? The mwadim nodded to the presenter, who then turned to address the pack of visitors.
“The Jujari mwadim, blessed be he, welcomes you to his den,” Chief said, chewing the words as
they escaped from between his fangs. “As he has gifted you with his presence on this day, what
gifts do you, pack leaders of the Republic, bring of infinitely lesser worth?”Several advisors
motioned to the Republic ambassador, Bosworth. The fat man labored to lift himself from the
cushion, smoothed his uniform, and approached Chief. “If it pleases the mwadim,” the
ambassador said, offering a rolled parchment, “the Republic wishes to—”Chief, dwarfing the
man by half despite the ambassador’s considerable girth, snatched the scroll between two
clawed digits and snarled.Bosworth recoiled. “Uh, yes. Please accept it with… with our sincerest
hopes that it procures a long and mutually beneficial relationship with the Galactic
Republic.”“He’s got to be pissing himself right now,” Cheeks said.“I’m pissing myself for him,”
Mouth replied. The two shared a nervous laugh.“I’m moving to the left flank for a better view,”
Magnus said. “The emissary’s probably up next, and I don’t have a clear view of the exchange
from back here.”“Copy that,” the Fearsome Four answered.Slowly, very slowly, Magnus began a
delicate chassé toward the left side of the room, careful not to stray too far from the platoons. He
looked at Awen and then back at the ambassador, who fidgeted with his hands behind his back.
If the Jujari were hungry, the man would be more than just a snack—he’d be a whole meal.
Magnus smiled to himself.Chief unrolled the scroll and reviewed its contents. Then, moving up
the dais, he knelt beside the mwadim and whispered in his ear. The mwadim sat
expressionlessly. If Magnus hadn’t known any better, he’d have said the Jujari leader was dead
and stuffed like nothing more than a ceremonial trophy. Finally, the mwadim huffed. That was all
it took. Chief turned, descended, and held the scroll aloft.“To the Republic’s initial gesture of ten
common cycles of no taxation, one trillion credits of trade stimulus, and an outfitted Pride-class
battleship”—Chief paused for effect—“the mwadim accepts.”Whatever good cheer had spread
among the Republic representatives was quickly overshadowed by the bloodcurdling cackles of
the Jujari around the room. Faces blanched, and shoulders hunched. Magnus chuckled as he
completed his quarter-circle route to the edge. Once there, he had a perfect side view of the
platform, just in time for Chief to speak again.“And you, Luma pack leaders—what gifts do you
bring of infinitely lesser worth?”Magnus looked to Awen. She held something small in her left
hand and had begun to stand when the ambassador caught her arm. Magnus took a step



forward and instantly felt movement from the Jujari around him. This was unexpected. The
ambassador jerked her toward him, brushing her ear with his bloated lips.“Looks like he’s
making out with her ear,” Cheeks remarked.“Pig,” Mouth added. “What’s going on?”“Can’t tell,”
Magnus replied, trying to decide whether to intervene. This isn’t good. But rushing the
ambassador wouldn’t be a better alternative. Finally, after what seemed an interminably long
time, the fat man let go. Magnus could tell Awen was spooked, frozen in a half-standing position.
She swallowed, refusing to look at the ambassador.“The Luma will not keep the mwadim
waiting!” Chief barked. The room answered him with cackles that made the hair on Magnus’s
neck stand up.Finally, Awen straightened and moved toward the Jujari. Good. Keep going, little
lady. Magnus didn’t care for any of the Luma’s politics, but he had to admire this woman’s
bravery. Magnus wouldn’t have been caught dead in her position without his MAR30 and armor.
He laughed to himself. Well, I probably would be “caught dead.”Chief stood like a statue with his
chin turned up and away, apparently unwilling to look at Awen. Still, she stood before him with
something clenched in her fist. Neither party moved.“Somebody pissed in his gravy,” Flow said
over comms.“Or maybe he just doesn’t play nice with females,” Magnus said.Awen and Chief
remained frozen. Suddenly, Awen’s companion stood up. Matteo, Magnus thought she’d called
him. Again, Magnus felt the Jujari warriors shift on their feet, eager for a melee. These beasties
are wound tight.Matteo moved forward with his head bowed and stood slightly behind and to the
side of Awen. Then he reached for whatever was in her hand. To Magnus’s surprise—and to
Matteo’s, judging by his reaction—Awen kept her fingers clenched. Whatever it was, she was not
letting it go.The situation grew tenser as Magnus saw the mwadim lean forward. His eyes
narrowed as he glared at the two Luma. A new round of cackles rose, and Chief still couldn’t
bring himself to look down at either Awen or Matteo.Matteo was urgently pleading with Awen
now, and the room was growing frenetic.“Magnus,” Wainwright called over TACNET. “What’s
wrong with your asset?”Magnus never had time to respond. A bloodcurdling howl emanated
from the dais as the mwadim lurched forward and lifted his snout to the air. Magnus’s helmet’s
audio sensors clamped down on the signal, but still, the sound pained his ears. Everyone in the
room ducked—from Marine to Jujari, from Republican to Luma. Magnus winced and closed his
eyes, hoping the display of bravado was almost over.When the howl finally stopped, the mwadim
was on all fours, facing the audience. Like the rest of his men, Magnus had just assumed the
Jujari pack leader was rotund. Instead, the beast was nearly twice as large as any of the other
Jujari, massive in every way.“Let her come to Rawmut,” he growled. Matteo backed away, as did
Chief.Magnus couldn’t believe the scene in front of him. There was Awen, slender and unarmed,
standing alone before the giant mwadim of the Jujari. The fragile peacekeeper of the galaxy was
going toe to toe with the leader of the most violent species the galaxy had ever known.To her
credit, Awen appeared to have conquered whatever she had been wrestling with internally—
whatever the ambassador had said to her. She brought the item forward and held it in the cup of
her open palms. Then she ascended the dais and stopped a meter from the massive Jujari,
whose fangs were as tall as her head.“This,” she said, “is for you.”Just then, Magnus noticed that



the ambassador was seething on his cushion and pounding his thighs with his fists. Magnus
pinged Wainwright. “We might have a situation here.”“SITREP,” Wainwright demanded.“It’s the
ambassador. He’s agitated.”“Can you get to him?”“Doubtful,” Magnus said.“We abide by your
wisdom,” Awen continued, “as your will is perfect. However, I cannot in good conscience remain
silent. I speak for your sake, Great Mwadim, no matter the cost to me.”The ambassador was
repeating something to himself, his face turning red.“I want options, Lieutenant,” Wainwright
ordered. Magnus glanced over to see the captain step out of formation. “I’m not sure I have any,
Captain. The ambassador’s going manic. Talking to himself.” Magnus looked back at Awen.
Amazingly, she was still talking to the mwadim, despite the fat man’s misbehavior. But what she
said next pulled the pin from the ambassador’s emotional grenade.“Oh, Great Mwadim, this
drive contains all the reasons you should be wary of the Republic’s proposed
alliance.”“Sabotage!” spat the ambassador, struggling to his feet. “Sabotage, I say! Stop
her!”Chief stepped in front of the disgruntled man. It was probably the only thing that saved
Awen’s life in the end, for the ambassador had barely stood up when the first explosion
detonated, and everything went sideways.6Awen hurtled into the mwadim’s chest then
cartwheeled into a cluster of decorative urns. Her body felt like it was on fire, and she couldn’t
catch her breath due to the pain. Blinking, she tried to focus on the ceiling. Her ears rang. Blood
pooled in one side in her mouth, and the sharp smell of thermite bit her nose.She heard blaster
fire and screaming—so much screaming. The floor shook underneath her. From an
explosion.Explosions. We’re under attack. She had to tell the lieutenant. She tried to prop herself
up, but the pain was overwhelming.Another wave of sound and heat shoved her farther back.
Small objects peppered her skin, and more pain racked her body. She was crying—she was
sure of it—and she felt embarrassed. She felt exposed.Something clutched her hand.
Something big. A deep voice and hot breath rushed against her head, then the scent of burning
hair.“Guard it,” the voice said in Jujari. A warm paw pressed a cylindrical item into her hand, and
another jab of pain pierced her palm. Awen heard a short confirmation trill from the item. “Never
let them find it. Never let him.”Awen smashed her eyes closed again and willed them back open.
Focus. Come on, Awen! On the ground beside her lay the large face of the mwadim. A portion of
his muzzle was missing, and his eyes and ears leaked blood. She could make out wet, labored
breathing over the sounds of the assault.“Swear it,” he hissed then coughed a spray of red over
her. “Swear!”“I swear it.” She wasn’t sure if it was her voice talking. Her throat burned, and it felt
like someone was standing on her chest. “I swear it,” she said more confidently, but the mwadim
had stopped listening.Magnus’s first thought as he shook off the blast and moved to one knee
was not for his platoon or even himself—it was for Awen. She was, after all, his mission; failing to
execute his objective was not an option. What surprised him, however, was that he felt some
measure of genuine concern for her despite his disdain for the Luma. Though, by the looks of his
environment, there wouldn’t be many Luma left to aggravate him.Focus, he commanded himself.
OTF.He brought his MAR30 to ready-up position as his instincts went through the OODA
loop.Observe. TACNET was a frenzy of activity, and his helmet’s AI did its best to arrange the



communications according to chain of command. Distinguishing between orders and the
screams of the dying was nearly impossible. Yellow icons for wounded and red icons for killed in
action lined the side of his HUD. But there was no indicator for Awen.Men and women twirled
about in the death dance, their arms flapping in a desperate effort to extinguish the fire on their
skin. Even Jujari raced around, clawing, mauling, and biting, their coats alight with flames.
Magnus thought to open fire on several Jujari who attacked the Luma—one of the victims had to
be Awen—but he realized it was a waste of firepower since both groups of combatants were
doomed. The only people he could logically defend were those who had a chance of survival: his
men. Recon armor was a decent defense for this kind of incendiary assault, though it still
seemed like the platoon had suffered more casualties than he could count. Awen, of course,
wore only robes.Orient. The once-ornate ballroom had become a hellhole in the blink of an eye.
Fire licked every strand of fabric, which made Magnus feel as though he were standing inside
the sun. Wind from outside fed the inferno until everything that could burn did burn. To his right,
primary exfil looked accessible, but he didn’t have the best view. To his left was the stage and,
most likely, Awen.Decide. The warrior ethos taught that the last order was always the standing
order until the objective was completed. For Magnus, that order was, Escort Emissary Awen dau
Lothlinium to and from her meeting with the mwadim and protect her with prejudice. So he would
find her and stay with her until she was safe or until he could no longer protect her.Action. It was
time to move, time to look for—A second explosion tore a hole in the floor not ten meters from
his position. He flew backward and slammed into a sandstone pylon, narrowly missing the open
window. Several Marines weren’t as fortunate, however, and sailed past him. Their bodies ripped
the translucent fabric from its moorings and shot over the city like comets trailing atmospheric
entry flames. The Hunters’ screams spiked the team channels as they fell to their deaths, their
armor’s thrusters failing to engage.Magnus’s power level flashed. One of his cells had been
crushed in the impact, leaving him with just over half power. Several other icons blinked at him,
indicating damage assessments. The only two indicators that really mattered at present were his
oxygen level and his weapons system: both nominal.“Get up, Adonis,” he said to himself. He
climbed to his feet and saw a flame-covered Jujari thundering toward him. The fated creature
swung its keeltari at his head, but Magnus ducked. He raised his MAR30 and drilled the beast
with a blaster bolt to its skull. The Jujari toppled, and Magnus stepped over it. A second canine
warrior lunged at his flank, but his armor’s proximity sensors registered the motion in time for him
to dodge the attack. The Jujari swung a clawed paw with such effort that it spun itself over in
midair. The warrior’s back elbow hammered Magnus between the shoulder blades, but his armor
absorbed the impact. Magnus pivoted and landed a blaster bolt in the beast’s burning
midsection and another to the side of its head. It was dead before it hit the floor.A man in
Republican attire, or what was left of it, threw himself at Magnus. Bloodied arms slid down his
armor, which was bathed in flickering orange light. Magnus begrudgingly pushed the man away,
torn about whether to end his misery, and moved toward the dais.Burning bodies littered the
platform; several still moved. Magnus’s AI raced to identify non-Jujari life-forms, but the brutality



of the ordnance was so indiscriminate that it made the computer’s job next to impossible.
Against the back wall lay the mwadim with most of his backside blown out. Magnus’s helmet’s AI
suddenly tagged a body between the mwadim and the wall with “high probability.”“Awen!” he
yelled through his speakers and bounded over the Jujari carcass. Her robes were burned, and
she was bloody, but she was alive. A quick bio scan showed high concentrations of adrenaline,
high heart rate, low blood pressure, the onset of shock, and maybe a few broken ribs, but—
amazingly—nothing fatal.She clutched her hands to her chest, mumbling something over and
over. “I won’t let them have it. Won’t let them.”“Awen, can you hear me?” Magnus said.“I
won’t.”“Awen! It’s me, Adonis—it’s the lieutenant. We’re getting you out of here. Hold on.”She
screamed as Magnus picked her up in one arm. His servo-assisted armor made the task
effortless even though Awen hardly weighed a thing. However, Magnus was more concerned
about not causing her any more pain than with the amount of energy he had to expend to carry
her.“Asset secure,” he said over TACNET to no one in particular. He wasn’t even sure who had
comms left. When no response came, he decided to ping the shuttle. “Falcon One, do you
copy?” He waited a beat then repeated himself.Nothing. More yellow icons switched to red as
the seconds ticked by.Finally, a static-riddled voice came over TACNET. “This… right. All
hands… exfil… Zulu Niner.” It was Wainwright. Magnus’s HUD couldn’t pinpoint his signal, but
the captain was alive, and now he knew the revised exfil location.Most of the humanoids had
succumbed to the smoke and flames in the ballroom. Meanwhile, a small battle raged between
the Jujari and the Marines, most of it in CQB—close-quarters battle. Even though the canines
were on fire, they did not go down easily. It seemed like the only sure way to take them down
without a blaster was a blade to the carotid or femoral artery or a skull penetration—all while
avoiding their razor-sharp teeth and claws.Magnus took out three of the stronger enemies from
his place on the dais while his AI simultaneously laid a course to the exfil coordinates. His HUD
projected an illuminated path that ran through the center of the ballroom and back to the main
entrance. Magnus jumped off the dais and moved to the right, retracing his earlier steps along
the room’s perimeter but careful to shield Awen from any burning fabric. As he shifted right, new
cackles filled the air.Magnus saw movement at the entrance, and dozens of Jujari
reinforcements stepped into the room. “Perfect.” Over general TACNET, he asked, “Anyone got
eyes on a secondary egress?” But the channel was still flooded with screams and shouts as
men fought for their lives.Blaster fire streaked at him from across the room, and Magnus ducked
behind a pedestal. One shot glanced off his shoulder, deflected by his armor’s resonant defense
generator. He cursed, knowing Awen’s head was there, but when he looked down, he saw that
she’d repositioned to his center mass. He had to get her out of there.The thought had no sooner
passed through his brain when a third explosion detonated. The force threw him and Awen
backward, only this time, there was no sandstone pylon. Magnus felt the lurch of free fall. He still
clung to Awen as she screamed and grabbed at the air. The pair rolled away from the building
and plunged toward the city street, but not before Magnus saw a fire spout erupt from the
window, the space above their heads filling with debris.Stabilization measures deployed, his



HUD flashed.A series of powerful rocket bursts jerked Magnus upright and worked against their
descent. But the effort was short-lived as the low power warning sent the jump system into fail-
safe. Gravity stole them back, and Magnus’s stomach lurched. He detached his sling’s quick-
release clip and threw his MAR30 over his head. The mag lock pulled it between his shoulder
blades. Then he selected his grappling hook and aimed his forearm at the building opposite
him.Shoulder and elbow servos whined as the tip launched from his wrist in a concussive burst.
Microfiber filament trailed the projectile as it buried itself in concrete and then snapped taut.
Razor-sharp hooks deployed in a puff of dust, and Magnus saw the instantaneous secure
indicator in his HUD.“Hold on,” he yelled to Awen over externals. He wasn’t even sure if she was
conscious. He hoped she wasn’t, for her sake.
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Jonathan Bliss, “A Master of Science Fiction Teams up with a Master of Fantasy and the result is
Awesome.... As a Science Fiction lover, I am so happy to have another world to explore. As a
Veteran I was reminded of the cost of war and the bonds created. As an English teacher of 17
years I have to say his writing speaks to me and I see an honest reflection of war and hope in
this series. I cannot wait to see where Chaney and Hopper take me on this adventure.J.N
Chaney has created many worlds and characters that travel the universe making it better despite
their lack of strict morals. He also has consistently spotted Talented writers and teamed up with
them to enhance their craft. He has really stepped up with Christopher Hopper who has created
Fantasy worlds in his Dibor series, the Berinfell Prophesies, and the Skyriders series. In this new
collaboration we see new characters like the great characters found in the Renegade Universe
with the typical twists and turns of Chaney and Christopher Hopper brings his ability to address
the heart of many real issues faced in our modern world while addressing the hard questions
about war and suffering around the globe in a new and riveting way. I cannot wait to see where
Chaney and Hopper take me in this series. Here is hoping it is as big as the Renegade Series
too.”

Jas P, “One of the Best Mil Sci-Fi I have read this Year – Absolutely Brilliant!!!. Ruins of the
Galaxy is not just another Mil Sci-fi shoot-em up. It is an intense, gritty, and at times emotionally
powerful thrill ride, and one that you will not be able to put down once you have picked it up.This
was one of those books that you find yourself saying ‘Just one more chapter…’, until it is 3am in
the morning and you realise you have to be up in just a few hours for work, but you don’t care,
you keep reading.The story starts out introducing us to one of the main characters, Magnus, a
Republic Recon Marine. He and his unit are on a mission to guard an Emissary of the Republic
in talks with a brutal enemy that the Republic has been trying to bring to the table for peace talks
for years, a Canine Warrior species called the Jujari. These are like 6-7ft tall bipedal like dogs,
that are incredibly strong, and live under a violent, and vicious regime.The Emissary, Awen, is
the other main character, a humanoid from an order known as the ‘Luma’, she is stunningly
beautiful, and is not only an incredibly accomplished diplomat, but having studied as a Luma,
she can perform some amazing feats with her mind.Both Magnus and Awen are incredibly well
written, with so much depth and personality, to each of them, as you move through the story, you
feel like you know them. Whilst it comes as no surprise that Awen is an intellectual and intelligent
character, with some very interesting motives towards the mission as well as those around her,
the real surprise is Magnus. He is far from the standard Marine, as most assume (including
Awen at the start), with a very keen intellect, and a strong tactical and strategic mind.This is
where the real strength of the story comes from, the research, and depth of the character writing
that both the Authors have put into every one of their characters. It is not just the major
characters either, each of the minor characters is incredibly well written, each providing an



amazing aspect to the story.Without giving too much away about the story (No Spoilers Here),
Magnus and Awen are at this summit to try and bring peace to the Republic and the Jujari.
However as with all of these types of stories (otherwise, why would we read them??), things
never go to plan, but this time around, the situation is far worse than normal, as the talks are
decimated by explosions that leave everyone either dead or near it. Magnus is one of the only
ones left standing, and, through things that are explained, so is Awen. But they are now deep in
hostile territory, on a hostile Planet, with the leader of the enemy dead in front of them, being one
of very few survivors of a deadly explosion.With enemies on all sides, injured, and not sure
where to go, all they can do is run, and try and work out what to do.The amazing this about this
book, is that this is just the opening phase of the story.Yeh, you read that right, this is the START
of the book.The opening sequence makes a lot of other things you read or watch look like child’s
play.And it only gets better from there.This is a full on, intense, nail-biting story, with gritty,
believable and realistic characters (and no, there are not aliens to judge by, but you can judge
how people react to things, and the reactions in this book by the main characters are just
brilliant).Again, without giving too much away, there are some other exceptional characters in
this story. I am not going into detail as I don’t want to give spoilers. But certain characters are just
outstanding if you have any liking of Star Wars. Although there are parts of this story that are
super intense and emotionally powerful, there are some parts that you will be laughing yourself
stupid they are so funny.As with all JN Chaney books, there seems to be a certain proclivity to
Easter Eggs of well-known Sci-Fi movies, which always makes these types of books enjoyable,
and fun to read.I have read a lot of books being that I was born a LONG TIME ago, in a, well not
a Galaxy, but for those in the US, it is certainly a Country Far Far Away, and, given that I LOVE
my Sci-Fi, most of them are from that genre. I am happy to say that this is one of the best Mil Sci-
Fi books I have read this year, and anyone who loves Mil Sci-Fi, or just Sci-Fi in general, MUST
read this, it is just BRILLIANT, and you can’t miss it. I am already reading the sequel “Ruins of
the Galaxy – Gateway to War”, and Part 3 has just been released.”

dennis barron, “Ruins Of the Galaxy J.N. Chaney. LT. Magnus is a Republic Marine. Similar to
what is a marine recon. A highly specialized special forces unit. Warriors, feared and respected.
He and his unit are tasked with protecting a Lumina, a special emissary named Awen. Not a
type of tasks marines normally perform. Orders are orders and Magnus and his unit will protect
her. Initially, they do not get along. The emissary doesn't want his services. But then everything
goes to hell. Non stop action. Enjoyed immensely”

Jennifer P., “     Out of this Galaxy!     . I don't know where to start with this, but we all know
that Chaney doesn't partner on a book unless it's going to be amazing. The characters will blow
you away and the storyline is thrilling. The cast is fun, snarky, bold, and get what needs getting
done, done. Ezo is so much like Han Solo in his bounty hunting ways and dealings with women.
Awen is such a strong, powerful woman. And then there's Kane....the sexy, rough, good-hearted



military guy who is always wanting to save the day. Oh, and we can't forget the best sidekick
ever, T0-96!!! I don't think it would even matter what they were doing, they all have incredible
chemistry!One of the best parts of experiencing this book in audio form isn't just the fact that
R.C. Bray is one of the best, but he also has included some epic outtakes at the very, very end!
you don't want to miss those.”

King Reviewer, “Solid beginning in a space saga. Been looking at all these book's covers for
some time now on Amazon. Sounded good, but seemed like there were so many books and
series, that I wasn't sure where to start.So I studied them all closely, reading the blurbs, and this
one seemed like a good place to start.And it was. Stories either better grab me right away, or
soon thereafter, or I am gone on to the next book on my ever growing - To Read Pile.Like other
reviewers already stated, this very Star Warsey type atmosphere, along with a little HALO,
actually grabbed my interest right away, and kept the pedal to the metal until the cliff hanger
end.Ruins has solid characters of all types, with blazing space opera action and even some
mystery and romance thrown in. And it's all done quite well.My only regret: now I have even more
books to read, in top of my ever-growing collection. Which will grab my attention now...?”

Robert Mitchell, “A great start to a new series.. If you're reading reviews, you already saw the
cover, read the description, and are just looking for confirmation of what you're already thinking.
It's good, really good. Hopper has an uncanny ability to keep you hanging as he threads a story
through the perspectives of multiple characters. Things will start to hot up for one character, then
bam, you're on the other side of the galaxy seeing what another character is up to. It's infuriating
in the best way possible. You get a sense of each character's motives and personality in a way
that doesn't come across when you're just following one protagonist. Fantastic stuff and I eagerly
await the sequel!”

Jesse James, “A very enjoyable though fairly safe ride.. I enjoyed my time with this, it was a fun
ride. There are some things I really would of appreciated though and I thought were lacking,
however, so I'm going to start with those as I usually do.I felt like the world-building in this was
neglected, now, this isn't entirely a bad thing as the book does get straight into the meat of
things like action and story-telling without bogging you down in exposition about the world, that's
always a plus, however, I had absolutely no bearings on where, when, who or what anything
was.What year is it? Why no mentions of Earth? How far into Space Has humanity colonized?
Etc etc, not so much as even a galaxy map or anything! All I'm left with is assumptions and these
aren't the good kind of assumptions that build mystery, they just feel gaping.Avoiding exposition
is hard, but besides utilizing a map (which admittedly, a 2D map of 3D space is well, that has
problems of its own) but they could have given us a calendar and location at the start of each
chapter, I've seen other Sci-Fi novels do this and it always helps me get my bearings.Also, I tried
looking for a Wikipedia on this universe, I could not find one, if one does exist please point me



too it. A Wikipedia is a good way of fleshing something like this out whilst avoiding exposition, it
leaves the information as a choice for those who want to seek it out and a universe as big as this
feels should have one of those in my opinion.Oh and one other thing, the cover art has the
protag wearing green armor but in the good it's said to be black, so that was an
inconsistency.Anyway, I digress, so the downsides to this were really only a lack of information,
the characters, action, flow, etc all were all very good, the protagonist is a likeable guy, the
leading woman or second protagonist also. Their chemistry was good too, and I laughed out
loud at a couple of the scenes with the robot, I love that little guy, my favorite character is a
machine haha.Overall this was just a very good Military Science Fiction read, there's not much
else to say about it without sounding like nitpicky fussyboots which I probably have done
already, I also couldn't help but noticed that it didn't really take any risks. This next point ISN'T a
downside as some might like it, but swearing in this universe has been replaced with the word
"splick" in all manner of mannerism, "splicking this" or "splick that" or "this splicking splicks"It
was kind of funny in a childish/cringy sort of way but this is just me personally, it's my opinion that
if you're going to put characters in situations where they would swear, just have them swear. I
understand some people don't like that but it just seemed very childish in what was otherwise a
very adult story, with lots of blood, gore, violence and other adult themes juxtapositioned with
what amounts to infantile censorship was kind of jarring. I reiterate though, I know I'm making it
sound like a harsh criticism but this is for *me personally*, if you're reading this and hate curse
words in your reading than you're in for a treat, which leads me to my next point.It's a very safe
story in a very safe world as far as offending people would go, whether it be political correctness,
religion, culture, ethnicity, morality, ethics, cursing, it challenges nobody in anyway, it didn't seem
to have any deeper themes or philosophy either which again is fine if your focus is on just telling
a good story, and it's highly marketable which explains its success, not that it isn't a good read, it
is, you can be highly marketable all you want but if your story is crap or not well written you aren't
getting splick. Great. Now I'm saying it. Again, based on who you are personally this could be a
very big plus. You might not want real life problems invading your fictional escape from well,
reality.That's basically it, in short if you want to read this you're in for a very enjoyable action-
packed thrill ride that won't challenge any belief systems that you may have about anything. 8/10
for good execution and making me chuckle quite a bit.”

Colleen, “A must read. Do yourself a favour and just read it. I couldn’t put this book down!! I
found it to be fascinating, easy to read and a real pleasure to read. It is about a Luma (mystic)
meeting a soldier who helps to get her out of a sticky situation whilst the world around them is
shot to hell and back. A new civilisation is found. Evil raises its ugly head. The mystic pushes
herself beyond what she has ever done and the soldier not only does his duty but pushes
himself to the very limits. If you want a great story, then you won’t want to miss this one - the
very beginning of a new series”
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